We develop a simple robust link between deep out-of-the-money American put options on a company's stock and a credit insurance contract on the company's bond. We assume that the stock price stays above a barrier B before default but drops below a lower barrier A after default, thus generating a default corridor [A, B] that the stock price can never enter. Given the presence of this default corridor, a spread between two co-terminal American put options struck within the corridor replicates a pure credit contract paying off when and only when default occurs prior to the option expiry. (JEL C13, C51, G12, G13)
In a classic paper, Merton (1974) links a firm's equity and its debt through their common status as contingent claims on the assets of the firm. In his model, the firm has a simple capital structure, consisting of a single zero-coupon bond and equity. The firm's shareholders default at the debt's maturity date if the firm's value is below the debt principal at that time. Under this structural model, the credit spread on the bond becomes a function of the firm's financial leverage and its asset volatility. The financial leverage links equity to debt and relates firm volatility to equity volatility.
Various modifications and extensions on the debt structure, default triggering mechanism, firm value dynamics, and implementation procedures have been proposed in the literature. 1 Empirically, many studies have also linked corporate credit spreads to the firm's financial leverage, stock return realized volatility, stock option implied volatility, and stock option implied volatility skews across different strike prices. 2 The possibility that a company might default on its borrowing has led to the rapid expansion of a market for credit insurance. Credit derivatives such as credit default swaps (CDS) represent a natural step in the evolution of derivatives technology, which began its modern era with the introduction of listed equity calls in 1973 and listed equity puts in 1977. Since the birth of modern financial theory with the publication of the Modigliani Miller theorems, much attention has been devoted to the interplay between debt and equity values. Now that financial derivatives co-exist on both corporate debt in the form of CDS and on corporate equity in the form of equity options, it seems natural to further examine the interactions between these highly liquid derivative securities.
It has been known for a long time that the possibility of default has relevance for the pricing of equity options. The first explicit recognition of this relation seems to be in another classic paper by Merton (1976) . While Merton could have captured these linkages though the structural models that he pioneered, he instead chose to directly model the impact of corporate default on the stock price process by assuming that the stock price jumps to zero and stays there upon the random arrival of a default event. Extensions and estimations of such jump-to-default models include Wu (2007, 2010) , Carr and Linetsky (2006) , and Le (2007) . In these reduced-form models, the inputs needed to value the option extend beyond the usual inputs such as the riskfree rate, the stock price, and the stock volatility. In particular, one needs an estimate of the risk-neutral arrival rate of default, which can be obtained from corporate bond spreads or CDS. When the option payoff can be replicated, the dynamic trading strategy will in general use riskfree bonds, the underlying shares, and instruments sensitive to credit risk such as corporate bonds or CDS. The particular mix of these instruments depends on the moneyness and maturity of the option and whether it is a call or a put. Focussing on put options, the more out-of-the-money is the put, the greater is the reliance on credit-sensitive securities relative to the underlying stock.
In this paper, we explore the theoretical possibility that for put options struck deepest out-ofthe-money on the stock, pricing is entirely driven by the default possibility, rendering the precise behavior of the underlying stock price process irrelevant for the pricing of these puts. The existence of such an approach would bypass the difficult task of specifying and estimating the volatility process of the stock, as all of the relevant information for pricing such equity puts would actually be found in the markets for credit insurance.
The main contribution of this paper is to propose a new, simple, and robust link between deep out-of-the-money (DOOM) American-style equity put options and a standardized credit insurance contract linked to default on the corporate debt of the company. This link is established under a general class of stock price dynamics. The key sufficient condition enabling our result is that the stock price is bounded below by a strictly positive barrier B > 0 before default, but drops below a lower barrier A < B at default, and stays below A thereafter. The interval [A, B] defines a default corridor that the stock price can never enter by assumption. Given the existence of this default corridor, we show that a spread between any two co-terminal American put options struck within the default corridor replicates a pure credit insurance contract that pays off when and only when the company defaults prior to the option expiry.
Structural models of default typically assume continuous dynamics for the firm's asset value and that the firm defaults when this asset value touches the debt value or some other floor. Under such assumptions, the equity would be worth zero right before default and stay at zero afterwards.
As a result, there would be no default corridor. On the other hand, when a firm's asset value can jump, the firm's equity can have strictly positive value just before a default occurs, and a much lower value afterwards. These implications accord with certain well known defaults, e.g., Lehmann Brothers, and with the idea that CDS acts as insurance, providing protection against rare sudden events. Furthermore, recent studies recognize the strategic nature of the default event and find that debt holders have incentives to induce or force bankruptcy well before the equity value completely vanishes. Theoretical work on strategic default includes Leland (1994) , Leland and Toft (1996) , , Mella-Barral and Perraudin (1997) , Fan and Sundaresan (2000) , Goldstein, Ju, and Leland (2001) , Broadie, Chernov, and Sundaresan (2007) , and Hackbarth, Hennessy, and Leland (2007) . Carey and Gordy (2007) develop a model and find empirical support for active strategic behavior from private debt holders in setting an asset value threshold below which corporations declare bankruptcy. In particular, they find that private debt holders often find it optimal to force bankruptcy well before the equity value vanishes. Our specification of the strictly positive barrier B is in line with such evidence and the strategic default literature. Our assumption that default induces a sudden drop in equity value from above B to below A can be justified in several ways, including loss of optionality and direct costs such as legal fees and liquidation costs associated with the bankruptcy process.
We assume both the presence of the default corridor [A, B] and the availability of two American put options of the same maturity T with distinct strikes K 1 ∈ [A, B) and K 2 ∈ (K 1 , B]. With A ≤ K 1 < K 2 ≤ B, a vertical spread of the two American put options, scaled by the strike distance,
, replicates a standardized credit insurance contract that pays one dollar at default whenever the company defaults prior to the option expiry and pays zero otherwise. If the company does not default before the options' expiry, the stock price stays above K 2 by our assumption and hence neither put option will be exercised, as they have zero intrinsic value. If default does occur at some time prior to the options' expiry, the stock price falls below K 1 and stays below afterwards by assumption. As a result, it becomes optimal to exercise both options at the default time, and the scaled American put spread nets a payoff of one dollar at the default time. As long as the default corridor exists and there are two traded American put options struck within it, this simple spreading strategy replicates the target standardized credit contract robustly, irrespective of the details of the stock price dynamics before and after default, the interest rate dynamics, and default risk fluctuations.
We henceforth refer to the target standardized credit contract as a unit recovery claim or URC. This fundamental claim is simply a fixed-life Arrow-Debreu security paying off one dollar at the default time if and only if default occurs before expiry. In 2007, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) launched URC's under the name Credit Event Binary Options. The subsequent failure of this contract is consistent with our hypothesis that the contract is redundant in the presence of listed DOOM puts. After coming across our paper, the CBOE launched a website http://www.cboe.com/Institutional/DOOM.aspx showing how DOOM puts can be related to CDS.
Our simple and robust strategy for replicating URC's suggests that the value of these fundamental claims can be extracted from market quotes of American put options, written on single shares. These equity options were first listed by the CBOE in 1977 and now trade actively in the U.S. on several options exchanges. A practically important special case of our framework arises when the lower bound of the default corridor vanishes (A = 0), so that the stock price falls to zero at the default time. In this case, we can set K 1 = 0 and use a scaled position in a single American put option to replicate the unit recovery claim,
When a single put is used to replicate a URC, the intuition behind our approach can be simply stated. The price of the stock underlying a DOOM put either spends time below the strike price or it does not. Similarly, a URC either pays off one dollar because default occurred or it expires worthless. While there are 2x2 = 4 logical partitions of the state space, two of these 4 partitions are fairly unlikely. While a default could occur with the stock price above the DOOM put's strike price both before and after default, such a scenario is highly implausible. Conversely, the stock price could fall below the DOOM put's strike price without triggering a default. While this scenario is also unlikely, it does occur when the company is deemed to be too big to fail. Our simple model assumes that both of these unlikely scenarios cannot occur. To the extent that one has reason to believe that the company is too big to fail, our model should not be applied.
As listed puts on single shares are American style, one has to deal with the possibility of early exercise. In the option pricing literature, the fact that American put options are rationally exercised early has been a tremendous source of difficulty. The problem of finding an exact analytical solution relating the price of an American put option to the price of its underlying stock is notoriously difficult, even in the benchmark Black and Scholes (1973) model. As is well known, the difficulty lies in analytically characterizing the early exercise region. In contrast, our dynamic assumptions lead to a simple characterization of this region, making it straightforward to value American put options struck within the default corridor in closed form, under standard simplifying assumptions such as a constant interest rate and a constant default arrival rate. Furthermore, the American feature embedded in the options is consistent with the payout timing in the unit recovery claim contract. Using two analogous European put options would create a contract that pays one dollar at the option expiry, instead of at default, when a default event occurs prior to the option expiry.
The most actively traded credit insurance contracts in the over-the-counter market are CDS written on corporate bonds. A CDS contract provides protection against credit risk. The protection buyer pays a fixed premium, called the CDS spread, to the seller periodically over time. If a certain pre-specified credit event occurs, the protection buyer stops the premium payments and the protection seller pays the par value in return for the corporate bond. Assuming a fixed and known bond recovery rate, we show that the value of the protection leg of the CDS contract is proportional to the value of the unit recovery claim, with the proportionality coefficient being the loss given default. Assuming deterministic interest rates, we can also represent the value of the premium leg as a function of the unit recovery claim term structure. By assuming both a fixed recovery rate and deterministic interest rates, we can obtain the unit recovery claim term structure from the entire term structure of CDS spreads. No specification of the mechanism triggering default is required for this purpose. Unfortunately, it is not possible at this time to directly observe the entire term structure of CDS. Fortunately, if one is willing to assume a constant interest rate and a constant default arrival rate, we can analytically infer the value of a URC from a single CDS quote.
To test the empirical validity of the theoretical linkage, we collect data on both American put options on stocks and CDS spreads on corporate bonds. Over a sample of 121 companies and 186 weeks from January 2005 to August 2008, we construct 5,276 pairs of unit recovery claim estimates. For each pair, one value is computed from the price of a deep out-of-the-money American put on the company's stock, and the other is computed from the five-year CDS spread on the company's corporate bond, with the assumption of fixed and known bond recovery rate and constant interest rate and default arrival rate. A comparative analysis shows that the two sets of unit recovery claim estimates share similar magnitudes and statistical behaviors. When we estimate a linear relation between the two sets of estimates, we obtain a slope estimate that is not significantly different from the null hypothesis of one. When the estimates from the two markets deviate from each other, the deviations cannot be fully explained by contemporaneous variables commonly used for explaining variations in stock option values and credit spreads. However, the cross-market deviations can predict future movements in both the American put prices and the credit default swap spreads, reflecting two-way information flow between the two markets.
Our paper offers several new insights. First, many structural models with strategic default and/or discontinuous firm value dynamics imply the existence of a default corridor, but the simple robust linkage that we identify in the presence of the corridor is new. Second, compared to the many linkages identified in the literature through parametric (structural or reduced-form) model specifications, our identified linkage between equity American put options and credit insurance is much simpler, as it does not require computational methods such as Monte Carlo, Fourier transforms, or lattices. Third, our linkage is also more robust, as it does not depend on any particular parameterizations of pre-and post-default stock price dynamics, interest rates variations, and default risk fluctuations. Fourth, our proposed theoretical linkage enjoys strong empirical support:
The unit recovery claims constructed from American puts and default swaps show similar magnitudes. When they deviate from each other, these deviations predict future market movements.
Finally, we show that the key underlying assumption on the existence of a default corridor can be readily and reasonably accommodated in both reduced-form and structural models.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The next section lays down the theoretical framework under which we build the linkage between equity American put options and credit insurance.
Section 2 describes the data selection procedure and the unit recovery claim construction process from both American puts written on the stock and CDS written on the bond of the same company.
Section 3 performs comparative analysis on the two sets of unit recovery claim value estimates and presents supporting evidence for our proposed theoretical linkage. Section 4 provides further theoretical justification for the key assumption underlying our proposed linkage by exploring both reduced-form and structural models that are consistent with the existence of a default corridor.
Section 5 offers concluding remarks.
Linking DOOM Puts to Credit Protection
The key assumption underlying our proposed linkage is the existence of a default corridor [A, B] that the stock price can never enter. Specifically, we assume that the stock price is bounded below by a strictly positive barrier B > 0 before default, but drops below a lower barrier A < B at default, and is bounded above by A afterwards. The existence of such a default corridor is only needed up to the expiry of the American stock options under consideration. An important special case is when the equity value drops to zero upon default, A = 0.
Consider an American equity put option with an expiry date T with a strike K falling within the default corridor, A ≤ K ≤ B. Prior to default, the stock price evolves randomly above B, which is above the strike prices of the put option. Therefore, the option will never be exercised conditional on no default. On the other hand, if default occurs at some default time ! ≤ T , the stock price jumps at ! to some random recovery level R ! ≤ A and stays below A afterwards. Since A is below the strike price, the American put option will always stay in the money conditioning on the occurrence of default.
Let ! x ∈ [!, T ] be the exercise time chosen by the put option holder. Since S ! x ≤ A ≤ K by assumption, the continuation value of this American put is just the value of the corresponding forward contract with the same strike, E Q ! e −r(! x −!) (K − S ! x ) , where r denotes the continuously compounded interest rate, which we assume constant for notational clarity, and E Reasonably assuming that the company suspends any dividends after defaulting, this continuation value becomes e −r(! x −!) K − S ! . Under positive interest rates, this value is maximized by setting ! x = !. In words, it is optimal to exercise all American put options struck within the default corridor at the default time !. Now consider two American equity put options with a common expiry date T and two distinct strike prices both falling within the default corridor,
the strike difference and P t (T ) ≡ P t (K 2 , T ) − P t (K 1 , T ) denote the value spread, where P t (K 1 , T ) and P t (K 2 , T ) are the two observable put option prices at time t. Suppose that an investor buys 1 K units of the K 2 put and writes an equal number of the K 1 puts. The time-t cost of this normalized American put spread is P t (T )/ K. If no default occurs prior to expiry (! > T ), the put spread expires worthless. If default occurs before or at expiry (! ≤ T ), the American put spread pays out one dollar at the time of default so long as both parties behave optimally. Furthermore, so long as the American put prices are consistent with optimal behavior, these prices can be used to value credit derivatives.
To illustrate this point, consider a unit recovery claim, which pays one dollar at ! if ! ≤ T and zero otherwise. Let U (t, T) denote the time-t value of this claim. Assuming constant interest rates (r) and default arrival rates ("), the value of this unit recovery claim is,
For comparison, we can write the risk-neutral default probability over the same horizon as,
which is the forward price of a claim paying one dollar at expiry if there is a prior default. Comparing the two expressions, we obtain the following inequality:
The risk-neutral default probability is higher than the present value of the unit recovery claim, but lower than the forward price of the unit recovery claim given the payment timing difference.
Since the unit recovery claim and the put spread have exactly the same payoff, no-arbitrage dictates that they should have the same price. Thus, if the market prices of two American puts P t (K 2 , T ) and P t (K 1 , T ) are available, we can infer the value of the unit recovery claim from them:
where the superscript p denotes the information source as American put options on the underlying stock.
Conversely, if the interest rate (r), the risk-neutral default arrival rate ("), and the equity recovery level R ! for a company are known, one can price an American-style put option on the company's stock that is struck within the default corridor. In particular, assuming that the interest rate and default arrival rate are constant and that the stock price recovers just to the present value of A, i.e., R ! = Ae −r(T −!) , we can derive the American put option value analytically. Since the American put option will be exercised only upon default, we have
Equation (5) shows that the value of an American put struck within the default corridor depends only on the default risk of the company, but not on the pre-default stock price dynamics. In particular, conditional on a fixed default arrival rate ", the American put value does not depend on the stock price level and hence exhibits zero delta. Similarly, the American put value does not depend on the pre-default stock return volatility and in this sense has zero vega. The American put value does depend on the equity recovery level R ! ; however, the value of a vertical spread of two American puts both struck within the default corridor does not. This value is purely proportional to the strike price difference. Given the validity of our assumptions, the proportionality coefficient represents the value of the unit recovery claim.
Exchange-traded individual stock options in the United States are all American-style, making them perfect candidates for inferring the value of unit recovery claims on the company. Had the put options been European-style, the normalized European-style put spread would pay one dollar at the option expiry if and only if default occurs before or at the option expiry. The forward value of this European-style put spread would just be the risk-neutral default probability over the horizon of the option maturity, D(t, T ).
On the other hand, the most actively traded credit contract takes the form of a credit default swap (CDS) written on corporate bonds. A CDS contract provides protection against credit risk.
The protection buyer pays a fixed premium, termed the CDS spread, to the seller for a period of time. If a certain pre-specified credit event occurs, the protection buyer stops making the premium payment and the protection seller pays the par value in return for the corporate bond. The CDS spread is set such that the values of the premium leg and the protection leg are equal at the inception of the contract. 3 Assuming fixed and known bond recovery rate R b , constant interest rate, and constant default arrival rate, it is well known that the CDS spread k has a flat term structure and is proportional to the constant default arrival rate, k = "(1 − R b ). Thus, we can also compute the unit recovery value from a single CDS spread as,
where the superscript c on the unit recovery claim value U (t, T ) reflects that the information is from the CDS market. Assuming a constant interest rate and default arrival rate, a CDS spread of any maturity can be used as the CDS term structure is flat. Appendix A discusses the relation between CDS contracts and unit recovery claims under more general conditions.
Sample Selection and Data Construction
To gauge the empirical validity of the simple theoretical linkage between deep out-of-the-money American puts and credit protection, we estimate the values of unit recovery claims from both American puts on a company's stock and CDS spreads on the same company's corporate bonds. greater than zero; (3) the time-to-maturity is greater than 360 days; (4) the strike price is $5 or less;
and (5) the absolute value of the put's delta is not larger than 15%. For companies with multiple put options that satisfy the above criteria, we choose the put option with the highest open interest.
The requirements on non-zero bid price and non-zero open interest are used to ensure that the put price is valid and that there is genuine interest in the option contract. The maturity requirement is to minimize the term mismatch with the corresponding CDS contract. The combined requirements of a low strike price and a low delta are used to identify strikes within the default corridor.
Our model assumes the existence of a default corridor [A, B] , which the stock price can never enter. We do not know the location of this corridor ex ante. If we could observe American put prices across a continuum of strikes at the same maturity, this corridor would reveal itself because American put prices are linear in the strike price within the default corridor, as shown in equation (5). The slope of this linear relation is equal to the value of the unit recovery claim. Outside of the default corridor, the American put price is usually considered to be a strictly convex function of the strike price.
In reality, options are only listed at a finite number of strikes. Detecting the default corridor requires additional assumptions. To help identifying the corridor, we assume in our empirical analysis that the stock price drops to zero upon default, i.e., A = 0. We also set the lower of the two strikes in the put spread to zero so that we only need a single put to create the desired payoff.
To locate the strike of this put option, we require both a low strike ($5 or less) and a low delta to ensure that the chosen strike is below the upper barrier B.
Once the put contract is chosen, we take the mid quote of the American put option P t (K, T ) and divide the mid quote by its strike price K to arrive at the unit recovery value, U p (t, T ) =
The above procedure selects a total of 452 companies over 187 reference weeks. For each company of these companies, we retrieve its Bloomberg ticker for the five-year CDS. Out of the 452 companies, 152 companies have a valid five-year CDS ticker. Some of the 152 companies have the CDS ticker, but do not have valid CDS quotes during the relevant sample period. For companies with a valid five-year CDS quote k t at the required sample date, we estimate the value of the unit recovery claim at the corresponding put option maturity T by assuming a fixed bond recovery rate of 40% (R b = 40%) and constant interest and default rates,
where # = 1/(1 − R b ) and r(t, T ) denotes the time-t continuously compounded spot interest rate of maturity T . We obtain US dollar LIBOR and swap rates from Bloomberg and strip the continuously compounded spot interest rate r(t, T ) based on a piecewise constant forward rate assumption.
At each reference date and for each chosen company for that reference date, we compute the two sets of unit recovery claim values U p (t, T ) and U c (t, T ) daily for a 60 trading day window centered on the reference date. We use the 30 days of data before the reference date for contemporaneous regressions on control variables, and we use 30 days of data after the reference date for a forecasting exercise. Cross-market comparisons of the two sets of unit recovery claim values are performed on the reference dates.
The exchange-listed American stock options are at fixed expiry dates, but the over-the-counter CDS quotes are at fixed time to maturities. In earlier versions of this paper, we retrieved CDS quotes at one-, two-, and three-year maturities, and linearly interpolated the CDS spreads across maturities to obtain a CDS spread at the maturity matching the option expiry date, with which we compute the unit recovery value according to equation (7). By matching the maturities between the options and the CDS, we tried to reduce the potential bias due to maturity mismatch. However, CDS quotes are most readily available and most reliable at five years to maturity. By requiring companies to have reliable CDS quotes at one, two, and three-year terms, we ended up with a very small universe of companies. To obtain a larger universe of companies with reliable CDS quotes, we have decided to use five-year CDS spreads in the current analysis.
For companies with both American put quotes and five-year CDS quotes in the required sample period, we further filter the data and require that the unit recovery claim values computed from the CDS market be no less than three percent. A three percent unit recovery value corresponds to a $0.15 mid price for a $5-strike American put. For companies with even lower default probabilities, our non-zero bid requirement on the American put selection and the discreteness of the tick size would artificially over-estimate the default probabilities from the options. 4 The intention of our three-percent minimum is to mitigate this bias. We also require that the unit recovery value computed from the put option be less than one. By no arbitrage, the American put price should always be lower than its strike price and hence the unit recovery value computed from the put should always be less than one. We use this criterion as a filter for data errors, which happen in a few cases.
After all the filtering, our final sample includes 121 companies at 186 reference weeks. 
Comparative Analysis
At each reference date, we generate a list of companies that have viable quotes for both deep outof-the-money put options on their stocks and credit default swap spread quotes on their corporate bonds. From the two data sources, we generate two estimates on the value of the same unit recovery claim. If our proposed theoretical linkage is valid and the assumptions underlying our empirical in quoting options on certain stocks in penny increments. 5 We fail to obtain any data on May 31, 2006. implementations are reasonable, we should expect that (i) the two sets of estimates are close to each other in magnitude; (ii) their time-series and cross-sectional variations show strong co-movements;
and (iii) their deviations are temporal rather than permanent and hence predict future movements in the options and the CDS.
General characteristics of the unit recovery claim value estimates
The circles in Figure 2 [ Table 2 about here.]
To correct for the errors-in-variables issue, we also perform the Deming (1943) regression, or the total least square regression, under which both the dependent variable (y) and the independent variable (x) are assumed to be estimated with error:
where (y * , x * ) denote the underlying true values and (%, &) denote the measurement errors. Assume that the underlying true values have a linear relation: y * = ' + $x * , the total least square regression estimates the linear relation by minimizing the weighted sum of the squared measurement errors from both sources,
where n denotes the number of observations and () 2 % , ) 2 & ) denote the measurement error variance.
If the variance ratio * = ) 2 % /) 2 & is known, one can compute the linear relation coefficients as,
with (x, y) denote the sample mean and x xx , s xy , s yy denote the sample variance and covariance estimators of x and y:
The filtered values of x and y are given by
Panel B of Table 2 reports the slope estimates under the assumption of equal measurement error variance from both sets of unit recovery value estimates (* = 1). With the correction for measurement errors, the slope coefficients are no longer significantly different from the null value of one. Under the total least square regression, we define the R-squared as one minus the ratio of measurement error variance to the variance of the original series, 1 − ) 2 % /) 2 y . By using information from both markets, one can explain a higher percentage of variation in the two markets.
The intercept estimates from the total least square regressions remain significantly different from the null hypothesis of zero. In particular, the intercept on U p is significantly lower than zero (' pc = −2.2%) and the intercept on U c is significantly greater than zero (' cp = 2.1%). Over the whole sample period, the difference between the two sets of unit recovery values (U p −U c ) has a sample average of −1.56%, a median of −2%, and a standard deviation of 7.66%.
To see how the bias varies over time, we also compute the cross-market differences at different reference dates. 
Characterizing cross-market deviations in unit recovery claim values
To understand whether and how the cross-market deviations in unit recovery claim values are related to the characteristics of the chosen put option contract and the company, we regress the deviations on a list of put-option contract and company characteristics. The regressions are performed on the pooled data of 5,276 pairs of unit recovery claim estimates over 186 reference dates and 121 companies. Each regression includes one characteristic and a calendar date dummy variable to control for the calendar day effect. The dependent variable is the cross-market deviation measured in either level differences (U p −U c ) or log relatives (lnU p − lnU c ). Table 3 reports the slope estimates, with standard errors in parentheses, and the R-squared from each regression.
[ To analyze whether the deviation is related to the moneyness level of the put option, we consider two moneyness measures: the Black-Scholes delta (in absolute magnitude), |Delta|, and the log strike price (K) deviation from the spot level (S) of the stock, ln(K/S). For both measures, the lower the magnitude, the further away the put option strike price is from the spot level. Regressing the cross-market deviations on the two moneyness measures generates significantly positive slope estimates in all specifications, suggesting that, given fixed unit recovery claim value from the CDS market (U c ), the put option value (U p ) increases as the spot price moves closer to the chosen strike price. Since our chosen strike prices are largely fixed at either $2.5 or $5, the moneyness variation mainly reflects the variation of the stock price level. If our theoretical assumption is correct and the chosen strike price is within the default corridor, the American put value should not depend on the stock price once the default risk is fully accounted for. Thus, the positive dependence of the cross-market deviation on the delta measures suggests either of two possible scenarios, or both:
(1) Our assumptions are wrong and the chosen put options have an explicit stock price dependence in addition to its dependence on default risk; and (2) the stock price movements reveals credit risk information not fully captured by the CDS market. In the latter case, a falling stock price may be a sign of increasing default risk. If this increasing default risk is not fully captured by the CDS spread, we would identify a positive relation between the cross-market deviation between the two unit recovery value estimates and the falling stock price.
We also analyze whether the cross-market deviations depend on the volatility of the stock.
We choose four different volatility measures: the Black-Scholes implied volatility of the chosen put option contract (IV p ), the one-year 50-delta put interpolated Black-Scholes implied volatility volatility dependence in addition to its dependence on default risk; and (2) increasing volatility reflects increasing default risk that is not fully captured by the corresponding CDS spread.
When we regress the deviation on financial leverage measures (the ratio of total book debt to total common equity), the slope is negative when the book value of equity (BE) is used, but positive when market value of common equity (MC) is used. We also estimate a default probability (DF) based on the Merton (1974) structural model using the total debt (TD), the market capitalization (MC), and the one-year 50-delta put implied volatility (ATMV) as input, and use the option maturity as target debt maturity. Unconditionally, the structural model default probability estimate has a correlation of 89.8% with the unit recovery value computed from the American put (U p ) and a lower correlation of 61.9% with the unit recovery claim value computed from the CDS spread (U c ). When we regress the cross-market deviation on this default probability estimate, the slope coefficients are all positive, suggesting that the American put may contain extra credit risk information in addition to those contained in the CDS spread. According to our model, if the put strike is within the default corridor, the put value depends only on the default risk and the equity recovery level upon default. Once the credit risk is controlled for, the put premium has no additional dependence on the option delta or pre-default stock return volatility. The regression results show that the difference between the put-and CDS-implied unit recovery claim values reacts positively to the absolute delta, volatility, and default probabilities estimated from Merton's structural model, and negatively to the options open interest. Such dependence can come from violations of our model assumption on the existence of the default corridor and assumptions made in the empirical implementation. For example, if the stock price can diffuse to the chosen strike of the put option either because there is no default corridor or because the chosen strike is above the corridor, both diffusion volatility and the delta of the option will affect the put value.
Furthermore, we assume that the stock price drops to zero upon default, R ! = 0. If the stock recovery value at default R ! is strictly above zero, the scaled American put option P t (K, T )/K will pay off (K − R ! )/K at default when the default time is at or prior to the option expiry date. This payoff is lower than the one dollar from the unit recovery claim contract. Accordingly, the scaled American put value under-estimates the unit recovery claim value. The lower the strike price is for the chosen put option (and hence the lower the absolute put option delta), the larger this downward bias becomes.
When we estimate the unit recovery claim values from the CDS spreads, we also make a series of simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the bond recovery rate is known and fixed at 40%. Different recovery rates assumed by the market participants would bias our unit recovery value estimate from the CDS spread. For example, during the most recent financial crisis, the prospect of government bailout of certain financial firms' debt during a bankruptcy can significantly lower the CDS spreads for these firms even if their default probabilities and hence the American put price on their stocks remain high. Second, we use the five-year CDS spread to compute the unit recovery value at the put option maturity based on constant default arrival rate assumption. If the CDS term structure is not flat, the maturity mismatch between the put option and the five-year CDS would induce another bias. Third, the CDS contract also protects against credit events other than bankruptcy, such as distressed exchanges and missed payments. In these cases, the stock price might not jump through the default corridor and the proposed linkage might not hold. Finally, since the CDS contracts are over-the-counter products, counterparty risk can potentially bias the valuation and thus generates another deviation from the American put market. 6 The current efforts towards central clearing of over-the-counter CDS contracts can potentially reduce the counterparty risk and remove this particular bias. 6 We thank the referee for pointing out several of the cases that can induce bias between the two markets.
The cross-market deviations in the unit recovery claim values can also come from temporary default risk information delays in either market. Potentially, high stock volatility, high leverage, and low stock price can all indicate heightened credit risk. If such information is not fully reflected in the CDS market, they can show up as a deviation between the unit recovery claim values estimated from the put and the CDS markets. On the other hand, if the default risk revealed in the CDS market has not been fully captured by the stock and stock options market, the American put value and the stock option volatility can be temporarily lower, and the stock price can be temporarily higher, than the corresponding fully-informed values should be.
Information flow between the American put and the CDS markets
If the cross-market deviations between the two unit recovery claim estimates are purely due to violations of our model and implementation assumptions, the deviations shall be fully explained by current variables and shall not have any forecasting power on future movements in either the American put premium or the CDS spread. On the other hand, if the deviations are due to temporary information delays in either market or data noise, current deviations will become predictive of future price movements in the corresponding put and CDS contract. Furthermore, if one of the unit recovery claim values fully reflects the default risk information, the deviation will be driven by mispricing (or lagged information flow) on the other contract. In this case, the deviation will predict the future price of movement of the mispriced contract, but will not predict the price move- Under our model assumption, the calculated unit recovery claim values reflect purely default risk.
To account for potential violations of the assumption, we also regress the deviation D t on various option and company characteristics (X t ),
and use the regression residual D t to predict future unit recovery value movements.
At each reference date and for each chosen company for that reference date, we perform the contemporaneous regression in equation (13) 
where t denotes the 186 reference dates and +t denotes the forecasting horizon. If the cross-market deviation is driven by information delay or data noise in the American puts, we would expect this noise to dissipate in the future and hence a negative slope $ p on the predictive regression in equation (14). On the other hand, if the American puts contain additional credit risk information not yet fully reflected in the CDS market, we would expect a positive slope $ c on the predictive regression in equation (15). The specifications in (14) and (15) are in the spirit of the error-correction model of Engle and Granger (1987) . We can think of the unit recovery claim estimates as containing two components: One is the long-run equilibrium value of the contract and the other is a short-term noise or market distortion component. Although the fundamental value of the unit recovery claim is close to be a random walk, the cross-market deviations of the two estimates should be stationary and should converge to the equilibrium value. Table 4 reports the forecasting regression results. We consider a similar list of control variables (X ) as in the previous section (Table 3 ). When X = 1, we simply demean the cross-market deviation by its sample average over the past 30 days to obtain the demeaned residual D t . For the remaining list of variables, we perform the daily regression in (13) to remove its dependence on that particular variable before we perform the predictive regression.
[ Table 4 about here.]
Although we use the same variables as in Table 3 , the regressions are quite different. Table 3 performs pooled (both cross-sectional and time series) regressions on the 5,276 pairs of put-CDS contracts over 186 reference dates and 121 different companies. By contract, the daily regressions in (13) are performed on each of the 5,276 pairs separately. While the pooled regression with a calendar day dummy variable captures the deviations across different contracts, the daily regression captures the time-series movements of the same contract. The second column under R 2 in Table 4 reports the average R-squares from the 5,276 daily regressions for each variable. The highest average R-squares come from the average unit recovery value ((U p + U c )/2), the absolute delta (|Delta|), and the put option implied volatility (IV p ).
For the predictive regressions, we consider two forecasting horizons +t = 7 days and +t = 30 days. Over both forecasting horizons and regardless the choice of the control variables, the slope estimates $ p for the predictions on the American puts are all strongly negative, and the slope estimates $ c for the predictions on the CDS are all strongly positive. The results support the presence of two-way information flow. The cross-market deviations predict future movements in both markets. Comparing the forecasting results based on different control variables, we observe that controlling for the moneyness of the put option (either delta or log strike over spot) yields high forecasting R-squares for both the American puts and the CDS spread. Comparing the results at the two forecasting horizons, the predictability on the CDS market becomes stronger at the longer forecasting horizon, while that on the American put market becomes weaker. We have also experimented with multivariate regressions on a selected number of control variables. These multivariate regressions increase the R-squares of the contemporaneous regressions and the regression residuals often show slightly higher forecasting powers on future market movements. The qualitative conclusions, however, are the same.
Taken together, our identified simple theoretical linkage between American puts and the CDS market enjoys strong empirical support. Although there are many possible ways that our model and the implementation assumptions can be violated, we find that the unit recovery values estimated from the two markets share similar magnitudes and other statistical behaviors. When we estimate a linear relation between the two sets of estimates, the slope estimate is not statistically different from the null hypothesis value of one. When the estimates from the two markets deviate from each other, the deviation predicts future movements in both markets to the direction of their future convergence.
Default-Corridor Consistent Dynamics
The key assumption enabling our proposed linkage is the existence of a default corridor [A, B] that the stock price can never enter. In this section, we provide theoretical justification for the existence of such a default corridor. We show that the default corridor can be readily and reasonably accommodated by both reduced-form models and structural models. First, we show that by combining two classic models, i.e., the jump-to-default model of Merton (1976) and the displaced diffusion model of Rubinstein (1983) , we can create a reduced-form model that not only matches the observed option price behavior better, but also generates the desired default corridor in the stock price dynamics. Second, we show that the default corridor can be retained while we can generalize the stock price dynamics in four major dimensions. Finally, we show that the default corridor can be made consistent with a class of firm value dynamics and thus with the structural modeling approach pioneered by Merton (1974) . Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973) propose an option pricing model (henceforth the BMS model) that has since revolutionized the derivative industry. Under the BMS model, the stock price follows a geometric Brownian motion. The risk-neutral stock price dynamics are
The defaultable displaced diffusion stock price dynamics
where ) denotes the constant instantaneous return volatility and W t denotes a standard Brownian motion. We assume zero dividend and constant interest rate r for notational clarity.
Under the BMS model, the stock price S t can never hit zero if it starts at a strictly positive level S 0 > 0; however, for companies with positive default probabilities, the stock price going to zero is a definite possibility. Merton (1976) generalizes the BMS dynamics by allowing the possibility for the stock price to jump to zero and stay there upon default. With a constant arrival rate " for such a jump, the pre-default risk-neutral stock price dynamics becomes,
where the subscript t− denotes the pre-jump level at time t. We refer to this model as the Mertonjump-to-default (MJD) model.
In evaluating the validity of any extension of the BMS option pricing model, it has become common practice to use the notion of option implied volatility. The implied volatility of an option is defined as the constant volatility input that one must supply to the BMS option pricing model in order to have the BMS model value agree with a given option price. The given option price can be produced by either a model value or a market price. The model implied volatility of the BMS model is invariant to strike price. In contrast, the model implied volatility of the MJD model is always decreasing in the strike price, generating what is commonly referred to as an implied volatility skew. Carr and Laurence (2006) derive the following short-maturity approximation for the implied volatility function under the MJD model,
where N(·) denotes the cumulative probability function of a standard normal variate. Under this approximation, the slope of the implied volatility skew against the standardized measure of money-
and is hence directly determined by the probability of default.
Motivated by the possibility of producing an analytically tractable European option pricing model for which implied volatilities can decrease or increase in strike, Rubinstein (1983) introduces the displaced diffusion option pricing model, henceforth the RDD model. In this model, Rubinstein introduces a new parameter B ∈ (−,, S 0 ) and suggests that the risk-neutral process for the underlying stock price be constructed by summing Be rt and a geometric Brownian motion,
As a result, the state space of the underlying stock price process at any time t is (Be rt , ,) rather than (0, ,). When B > 0, the stock price has a strictly positive lower bound and the option implied volatility for this model is monotonically increasing with the strike price. At short maturities, the implied volatility function can be approximated as,
where the implied volatility starts at zero when the strike is below the lower bound and increases monotonically as the strike increases. The implied volatility converges to ) as the strike price approaches infinity.
It is interesting to compare the two BMS generalizations: Merton's generalization introduces a scale factor e "t on the allowed sample paths, while Rubinstein's generalization introduces a shift
Be rt . Under the MJD model, the underlying stock price has a state space of [0, ,) and the model implied volatility can only decline in strike price. Under RDD, the underlying stock price has a state space at time t of (Be rt , ,) and the model implied volatility can only increase with the strike when B > 0. Neither model can produce a U-shaped relation between implied volatility and strike price, a shape that is the most commonly observed in individual stock options and is often referred to as the implied volatility smile.
We propose to combine the two classic generalizations to both scale and shift the sample paths.
We label this new model as defaultable displaced diffusion, or the DDD model. We start with the stock price S following Rubinstein (1983)'s displaced diffusion over the fixed time horizon
The stock price process is assumed to be positively displaced, with B ∈ (0, S 0 ]. Then, we depart from Rubinstein's model by adding the possibility of a down jump in the stock price. If the stock price jumps at some time ! ∈ [0, T ], we assume that it jumps to a deterministic recovery level
. Zero recovery (A = 0) is allowed as a special case within our specification. After the jump time !, the stock price grows deterministically at the riskfree rate r: S t = R(t) = R 0 e rt for t ≥ !. The risk-neutral arrival rate of the jump in the stock price is assumed to be constant at ".
To formally model the risk-neutral stock price dynamics in the DDD model, we use G to denote a geometric Brownian motion,
starting at G 0 = 1, and we let J be another martingale started at one defined by
where N t denotes a standard Poisson process with a constant arrival rate ". This process drifts up at a constant growth rate of " and jumps to zero and stays there at a random and exponentially distributed time. We construct the risk-neutral stock price process S by combining the two random processes G and J as
To understand this stock price process, we can rewrite it as the sum of three components,
Each component has the form of a constant, multiplied by e rt , and then a martingale. Therefore, each component can be interpreted as the time-t value resulting from investing the constant in an asset whose initial price is one. In this sense, we are attributing the equity value of a firm to returns from three types of investments. The first type is a riskless cash reserve defined by the deterministic and non-negative process R(t) = R 0 e rt . Zero riskless cash reserve would result in zero equity recovery upon default. If we set " = 0, the DDD model degenerates to the positively displaced diffusion of Rubinstein (1983) , for which implied volatility increases with strike. If we set B = 0 and assume zero equity recovery, the model degenerates to Merton (1976) Under the DDD model, J t = e "t prior to default and G t > 0. Hence, equation (24) We use the DDD model to show that one can readily construct a simple stock price dynamics that not only matches the stylized behavior of the observed stock options but also exhibits a default corridor. In fact, this default corridor can be retained even if we relax the assumptions of the DDD model substantially. In particular, we can generalize the model along four major dimensions by allowing (i) stochastic interest rates, (ii) stochastic stock recovery after default as long as the price stays below the lower barrier A, (iii) stochastic default arrival, and (iv) stochastic volatilities and jumps in the pre-default stock price dynamics as long as the price stays above the upper barrier B prior to default.
A motivating structural model that generates the default corridor
The structural modeling approach pioneered by Merton (1974) is widely used by both academics and practitioners as it relates a firm's default probability to its financial leverage and business risk. Unfortunately, Merton's structural model does not support the existence of a default corridor.
Under his assumptions on the capital structure and geometric Brownian motion for the firm's value, the equity would be worth zero right before default and stay at zero afterwards. In this section, we
propose a simple structural model that generates the default corridor in the equity value.
We start by assuming that the debt of the firm has a principal D, maturity date T , and a continuously paid coupon. The firm can default on either the coupons or principal, but the coupon rate is nonetheless assumed to be equal to the contemporaneous riskfree rate r t ≥ 0, which evolves randomly over time. Hence, the company is assumed to have issued floating rate debt with a continuous coupon of size r t D dollars per unit time. The only other claimants to the firm's cash flows are shareholders who receive dividends continuously at rate q t V t dollars per unit time, where we refer to q t ≥ 0 as the dividend yield and V t denotes the time-t value of the firm.
Prior to any default, the coupons to the debt holders and the dividends to the shareholders are financed by any combination of asset sales or additional equity issuance. At any time, the equity holders can choose to stop paying the coupon by declaring bankruptcy. This declaration eliminates all future dividends causing the share price to hit zero for the first time.
As a result of these assumptions, the firm's equity holders may be viewed as holding a so- Since the shareholders do receive the cash flows thrown off by the assets prior to any cancelation, it is never optimal for them to exercise their call early for V t − D. In contrast, it can be optimal for them to cancel early and they will optimally cancel when the share price first hits zero from above. The following parity condition links the value C C t (D, T ) of a cancelable call to the value P V t (D, T ) of the corresponding standard American put, where both the call and the put are written on the firm value:
The first term on the right hand side capitalizes the dividends paid to shareholders if default was not an option while the second term capitalizes the coupons under no default. The final term corrects for the additional value shareholders gain by being allowed to default. The optimal default time for the shareholders is the optimal exercise time for the standard American put. The cancelable call value hits zero for the first time just as the put value hits its exercise value D −V t for the first time. This parity condition holds for any assumptions on the dynamics of dynamics of V , r, and q.
As we have no taxes or bankruptcy costs, the value of the floating rate debt, F t (D, T ), is just given by the difference between the firm value and the equity:
Substituting (25) in (26) implies that the value of the floating rate debt can alternatively be understood as the difference between par and the value of the bankruptcy put:
In contrast to the standard paradigm developed by Merton, the bankruptcy put here is Americanstyle, implying that default can occur at any time. Equations (26) and (27) hold for any assumptions on the dynamics of V , r and q. As a consequence, any result developed in the now voluminous literature on American puts implies a corresponding result for floating rate debt.
We now further assume that the firm value V follows defaultable displaced dynamics with a default corridor [A V , B V ] where A V and B V sandwich the principal of the debt, i.e., A V < D < B V . Then, it is never optimal to exercise the American put option on the firm value before the firm defaults, as the exercise value D − V t is negative. Furthermore, it is optimal to exercise the American put as soon as the company defaults, as the firm value falls below A V and stays below it afterwards. Before default, the firm's equity has a strictly positive value represented by the . This motivating example shows that a default corridor in the stock price can be readily accommodated in a structural model that specifies the firm value dynamics.
Concluding Remarks
The literature on strategic default often predicts that a company goes to default strategically well before its firm value falls below its debt. Under these predictions, the stock price stays above a strictly positive barrier prior to default. On the other hand, firm and equity values often experience sudden drops upon default due to deadweight losses such as legal fees and liquidation costs. In this paper, we develop a class of models for the stock price that are consistent with these observations.
Prior to default, stock prices are bounded below by a positive constant B. After default, the stock prices drops and stays below another constant A < B. We refer to the region [A, B] as the default corridor, within which the stock price can never reside. Such a default corridor on the stock price can also be made consistent with a structural model when the firm value dynamics also exhibit a default corridor.
When the default corridor exists in the stock price, we show that a vertical spread of stock American put options scaled by the difference in strikes has the same payoff as a standardized credit claim paying one dollar at default if this event occurs before the options expire, and paying zero otherwise. In the important special case of zero equity recovery (B = 0), we can use one American put struck within the default corridor scaled by the strike price to replicate this standardized credit insurance contract, which we label as the unit recovery claim. The replication of this contract is simple and is robust to the details of the stock price dynamics before and after default. Since the two positions pay off the same amount at the same random time, the replication is also robust to the dynamics of interest rates and default arrival rates.
We use the value of the American put spread to infer the value of the unit recovery claim and compare it to the value estimated from the credit default swap market. Collecting data from both markets over 186 weeks and for 121 different companies, we show that the unit recovery claim values estimated from the two markets share similar magnitudes and show strong co-movements.
When the estimates from the two markets deviate from each other, the deviations predict future movements in both markets due to the future convergence.
Our identified linkage provides fertile ground for future research. On the theoretical side, research effort can be directed towards specifying the trading strategy that should be enacted when arbitrage arises. On the empirical side, much work is needed in investigating how the put strikes should be chosen and how to deal with maturity mismatches between the two markets. 
as desired.
Finally, let k(t, T ) denote the time-t CDS spread of expiry date T . Assuming continuous premium payments until ! ∧ T ,we can represent the CDS spread as
Assuming a known bond recovery rate R b implies that equation (A1) can be used to relate the numerator to the unit recovery claim value U (t, T ). Assuming deterministic interest rates implies that equation ( 
Reversely, one can numerically infer the term structure of unit recovery claims from the term structure of CDS spreads (Carr and Flesaker (2007) ). Under the assumption of constant interest rates and default arrival rates, we can infer the value of the unit recovery claim from from one CDS quote as in equation (6). Entries report the ordinary least square (in panel A) and total least square (in panel B) estimation results of a linear relation between the two sets of unit recovery claim estimates. The total least square estimation assumes equal measurement error variance in the two sets of unit recovery claims. The standard errors (in parentheses) for the parameter estimates are obtained from bootstrapping. The R-squares (R 2 ) for the total least square are defined as one minus the ratio of the variance of the measurement error to the variance of the original series for the dependent variable. First, the cross-market deviations in the unit recovery value estimates on each of the 5,276 contracts are regressed against a series of variables (X ) on that particular company using daily data over the past 30 days,
The second column in the table under R 2 reports the average value of the R-squares from the daily contemporaneous regressions on each variable X , with X = 1 denoting the case where the cross-market deviations is just demeaned by its average value of the past 30 days. Scatter plots of the two sets of unit recovery value estimates Circles denote the two sets of unit recovery value estimates over 186 weeks and for 121 different companies. The 45-degree dash-dotted line reflects the null hypothesis that the two sets of estimates should be identical. Cross-market deviations in unit recovery claim values over different reference dates The solid line plots the median difference at each reference date between the unit recovery claim values estimated from the put options (U p ) and that from the CDS quote (U c ). The two dash-dotted lines represent the 25th-and 75th-percentiles.
